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Self Assessment & Goal Setting
Take this short survey to help you develop your 

personal health goals and priorities.

I feel fresh and energized after I wake up

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

Mid-morning is when I feel clear and focused

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

I feel most productive in the middle of the afternoon

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

I have more stamina in the evening than any other part of the day

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

ENERGY
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Often Sometimes Almost never

Whenever I eat                      , I feel                         (ex: ill, rashy, itchy. Repeat as needed)

After dinner, I feel uncomfortable/bloated/gassy

Often Sometimes Almost never

After lunch, I feel uncomfortable/bloated/gassy

Often Sometimes Almost never

After eating breakfast, I feel uncomfortable/bloated/gassy

Often Sometimes Almost never

DIGESTION

At some point during the day I get a headache

Often Sometimes Almost never

BODY

My muscles ache

Often Sometimes Almost never

My back hurts

Often Sometimes Almost never
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My joints feel uncomfortable

Often Sometimes Almost never

My skin gets itchy/rashy/flaky/breaks out

Often Sometimes Almost never

I sleep through the night.

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

I fall asleep easily.

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

SLEEP

I get at least six hours of sleep.

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

MIND

I stay focused on my task, even when distractions arise.

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

I avoid getting irritated when something provokes me.

Almost always Sometimes Almost never
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When I get sad or disappointed, I recover quickly.

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

I’m not forgetful even when things get hectic.

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

I stay positive when things don’t go as planned.

Almost always Sometimes Almost never

I usually do endurance/cardio activities:

5 or more times per week 2-3 times per week Once per week or less

I usually do flexibility and balance activities:

5 or more times per week 2-3 times per week Once per week or less

I usually do resistance/strength training activities:

5 or more times per week 2-3 times per week Once per week or less

EXERCISE

Losing weight or slimming my waistline is:

Not a concern A minor concern A major concern

WEIGHT/WAISTLINE
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1. Rank the opportunities you identified

2. Set 3 personal wellness goals for yourself

3. Review the 8 practices to identify the ones that align with your priorities

4. Choose one practice to adopt first

My Opportunities

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

My Top Three Goals

1. 

2. 

3.  

My Practice Plan

Priorities & Goals
Read over your answers and circle anything that stands out as an opportunity for improvement. 
Use the guide below to develop your own personal health blueprint.


